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Health Care Networks Are 
Much More Than LANs in a Hospital 

what is the biggest difference between a high-availability health care network

and a high-availability business network?

No one dies when a high-availability business network goes down.

A little extreme, you think? Not really. Network convergence has turned hospi-

tals into dense networks of sophisticated, computerized medical gear. Take the

network away and you’d be left with a lot of dumb devices that cannot perform 

the lifesaving functions for which they were designed.

Because of the lifesaving nature of the net-

worked devices, health care institutions need

networks that are different than ordinary busi-

nesses at almost every level. Whether it’s the

basic power infrastructure, the core, the wire-

less portion or the wide area network (WAN),

the network has to be designed to never go

down, to accommodate fluctuating workloads

and a variety of other requirements peculiar to

health care institutions (see “Modern Health

Care Networks Have Multiple Layers”).

This set of requirements has been changing since the late 1980s. That’s when

convergence emerged on the network scene to describe how vendors were combin-

ing multiple services though a single vendor or provider. Usually, this meant the

merging of telecommunications services with data communications services. 

Simply put, the typical network switch/router vendor could offer Voice over IP

products, providing the convergence of voice and data over a single network infra-

structure. It was a revolution. The typical business CIO found this proposal a

smart way to eliminate dual wiring infrastructures. Why build separate infra-

structures for voice and data, when a single data infrastructure could do it all?
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Convergence in health care networks had a much slower start than it did in

business networks, but after 2000, health care networks started changing the core

meaning of convergence. Convergence now is being defined as a process where

technologies with distinct purposes are merging and overlapping. Not only are

health care networks embracing telecommunications and data communications

convergence, but now biomedical devices are also merging and overlapping.

Examples abound. Radiology imaging services are now exclusively digital. 

Medical images of all modalities are being

transferred over both LANs and WANs.

Remember the proverbial joke about a

physician’s handwriting only a pharmacist

could interpret? Prescriptions are no longer

exclusively handwritten by physicians. Spe-

cial network prescription electronic services

are the norm and the preferred method of

pharmacies for filling orders because they en-

sure that the prescription is correct. And the

services provide audit trails to legally protect

both the physician and the pharmacy.

Nothing is more emblematic of the technol-

ogy convergence in health care than seeing what has occurred within biomedical

engineering departments. Four years ago, at the health center where I work, the

biomedical engineering department reported to the clinical services division. Last

year, senior management decided that biomedical engineering would now be part

of Information Services. The decision was driven by convergence.

Almost all the pieces of equipment managed and serviced by biomedical engi-

neering departments have computers and network components within their core.

Prior to 2000, most biomedical devices were standalone devices with no internal

storage, management or communication capabilities. That has all changed.

All of these devices save lives. All of these devices need a network, and if that

network fails people can die.
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The challenge for a health care CIO, as opposed to a typical business support

CIO, is providing a 24/7, high-availability network that can support the clinical re-

quirements of the devices listed above. A high-availability business network al-

ways has maintenance windows of downtime. That would be a luxury for a high-

availability health care network. So where does one start in designing a high-avail-

ability health care network? You begin at

the very basic infrastructure foundation

and then build up. This starts with elec-

trical power and then the core design.

ELECTRICAL POWER

I am always surprised that many CIOs

never review or factor electrical power

into their network design. There are three

electrical sources in a health care envi-

ronment: street or raw power, emergency power and life-critical (LC) power. Street

power is no different than what a typical home has for a source of electrical power.

The power is raw (not conditioned) and has spikes and drops (low voltage). This is

fine for things like lights, TVs and radios but definitely not for computers or net-

works. A computer room will have UPS systems that condition the power and can

maintain power on batteries for a short period of time (minutes) until emergency

power kicks in. Emergency power is usually a standby generator source, and it

takes a few minutes to be brought up to peak requirements. Life critical is a maxi-

mum redundant electrical source. It uses multiple raw power inputs, including

multiple-source electrical substations. The substations in turn are sourced by both

continuous running generators and raw power from the area’s power grid.

Only a few years ago, health care networks were electrically powered by simple

emergency power. When the conditioned grid power failed, then the UPS batteries

held until emergency generators fired up. Although this sounds like a good redun-

(Continued on page 6)
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Figure 1: Modern health care networks have multiple layers

With many institutions now part of regional health provider networks, health care or-
ganizations need sophisticated networks that provide secure local and WAN access,
high bandwidth through ATM or Ethernet private line circuits, and managed wireless ac-
cess (not shown).
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(Continued from page 4)

dant power plan, it’s riddled with single points of failure. Now with more and

more clinical devices requiring computers and networks, the health care network

needs LC power. 

THE CORE

In the past, not many IT people paid a lot of attention to network core design. Most

viewed the network core as the main pipe into which everything was plugged. The

core became a single path of network cable that ran centrally through the institu-

tion. Well, that has changed dramatically. The core network now requires parallel

and redundant devices. 

The core should be fiber-based. Copper network cores are long gone. The mini-

mum bandwidth of the core network should be 10 Gb. Interestingly, the core net-

work doesn’t need to be significant in length. It doesn’t need to run the whole

length of a building, from one end to the other. What is important is it provides re-

dundant access and has dual paths and an electrical power source that’s always

available. Its location should be secure. The core network closets should not be

closets and definitely not be the janitor’s closets. In the past, network closets were

never planned in the design of a building. Now there are specific standards for

data communication rooms or telecommunications rooms (DCR/TRs). A DCR/TR

should meet the minimum requirements of the ANSI/TIA/EIA-568-B standard1.

There are many designs for parallel and redundant cores. A minimum design

should be three DCRs with dual-core, redundant 10 GB switches. Each closet

should be powered by nonassociated, separate LC emergency power. In the event

of one room having any type of failure, the other two rooms can manage the net-

work load. Performing maintenance on a health care network is equivalent to

changing the oil on your car and rotating the tires while the car is speeding down

the highway at 65 miles an hour. But core design allows maintenance to be per-

formed on the network equipment without taking out the entire network.

1Telecommunications Industry Association (TIA) www.tiaonline.org and Electronic Industry Alliance (EIA) www.eia.org 
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THE COMPUTER REVOLUTION HAS COME TO BIOMEDICAL DEVICES

Many of the most frequently used biomedical devices now depend on high-avail-

ability networks for some or all of their functions. X-ray, MRI and CT scan sys-

tems all have computer cores that capture and transfer images to central data

storage over the network. These systems will also automatically associate images

with the patient’s electronic medical record.

Drug-dispensing robots electronically manage medications to inpatients. The 

computer systems within the robots securely control access to the medications,

prevent unauthorized use and manage inventories of the medication. They also 

ensure that the proper prescribed medica-

tions are used and send information of all

use and access over the network back to the

pharmacy, as well as to central auditing for

compliance.

Fetal monitors record vital information

over wired and wireless networks, transfer-

ring the information to central monitoring

stations and electronically storing historic

data.

Pulse and O2 monitors are using 802.11

technology to send patients’ vital informa-

tion to central monitoring stations and to store days and weeks of data.

Medication pumps now contain computer systems with wired and wireless net-

work interface cards (NIC). These pumps can receive, over the network, medica-

tion library information directly from inpatient pharmacy. They can record

specifically what medications are used, including volume and dosage. These

pumps can even be locked down to prevent certain medications from being used

on specific patients. They can send an alarm for failures or alert for reminders to

provide medication within specific windows of time. They can even shut them-

selves off when maintenance is required.

Most medical device vendors are making sure their devices have wireless NIC
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cards because they know that radio frequency identification (RFID) systems can

use the wireless NIC signals to track the device location. Clinical departments, for

example, use 802.11 RFID tags to quickly locate items including medical carts

(crash and pulmonary), medication pumps, beds (especially bariatric beds),

wheelchairs and O2, pulse and telemetry monitors.

RFID tags are now standard security features in most hospitals for new infants.

RFID wristbands are provided to track the location of infants in hospitals at all

times. 

Electroencephalogram and electrocar-

diogram devices are all now computer

cored and network accessible. They can

also be centrally monitored and all data

that’s recorded can be electronically

transferred and stored on central disk

farms.

Paging systems are now faster and

more accurate when using enterprise data

networks. Latency is virtually gone in IP-

network paging systems.

Wireless IP phones are becoming intelligent devices that provide automatic 

notification when patient monitoring device alarms go off, including sending data

and images directly to an IP phone. 

Portable X-ray devices used for trauma cases in the ER are using 802.11 tech-

nology instead of wired cables to provide physicians with the mobility to bring 

an X-ray device to the patient, as opposed to the patient to an X-ray device. 

Medical lab devices send results through the network, preventing errors in

manually transcribing results. �
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Making Wireless Work 
in Life-Critical Networks

what makes a great wireless network? A great wired core network. If you be-

lieve you can get rid of a messy, poor-performing wired network core by simply in-

stalling a bunch of wireless access points (APs), you are going to have quite a mess

on your hands. A wireless network is only as good as the wired network to which

it is connected.

I once worked in a health care organization where senior management discov-

ered laptops were being offered with wireless network cards. They believed if we

simply gave clinicians wireless laptops and stuck a few APs in the building, the

clinicians could be more productive and network costs could be keep to a mini-

mum. This scenario doesn’t work.

The first wireless AP I used had only 802.11b receivers—802.11b has bandwidth

of 11 Mbps shared using a 2.4 GHz band. I remember management requesting a

single access point deployed in the large medical student lecture hall, allowing

medical students network access during lectures. At the first lecture, all 80 atten-

dees turned on their wireless laptops at the same time. No one’s wireless network

access worked. The poor wireless access point simply became overwhelmed. 

Management finally realized that providing wireless network access was not 

simply a matter of hanging a wireless AP on a wall. 

The basic foundation of the health care wireless network is the high-availability

wired network. The present health care high-availability wired network I support

uses wireless access controllers. They are used with controller-based APs. These

replaced the original “fat” APs, which had no central management capability.

Wireless LAN controllers allow for central management of APs, monitoring of AP

use and balancing of AP coverage. They can also enable security policies, detect

intrusions, manage radio frequencies (RF) and provide quality of service previ-

ously not available in a wireless network. 

Those are very important features in a health care network that uses wireless
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biomedical devices. That includes managing not only data services but voice and

RF location tracking as well. Wireless LAN controllers integrate easily in high-

availability networks. They interface over any Layer 2 (Ethernet) and Layer 3 (IP)

infrastructure using Lightweight Access Point Protocol. Most network vendors’

wireless LAN controllers support 802.11a/b/g and the 2009 IEEE 802.11n draft 2.0

standard. The 802.11g specification has a shared bandwidth of 54 Mbps, using the

same 2.4GHz band as 802.11b, and 802.11a uses shared bandwidth of 54 Mbps on

the 5 GHz band. The new 2009 802.11n standard provides a shared bandwidth of

600 Mbps using four spatial streams on the 40 MHz band. 

Our network may have at any one

time 2,000 wireless devices concur-

rently active on the wireless net-

work. On the wired network, we

have roughly 4,000 PCs, 1,000 print-

ers, 500 servers and 400 various

medical devices. The medical devices

include patient monitors, pumps, lab

devices, cameras and imaging equip-

ment. We designed the core to be a 10

Gb dual fiber backbone servicing 10

buildings. 

All clinical servers have redundant

wired 1 Gb NIC connections to core

switches. We have five buildings not on campus but within five miles of the main

health center. Connections to these buildings are all 1 Gb Ethernet Private Lines

(EPL). On campus, there are three buildings about a quarter of a mile from the

main buildings. We use dual dark fiber connections to these facilities for both

voice and data. 

All desktops have 10 Mb network connections. All APs have minimum 10 Mb

connections to the network. The APs are running 802.11b/g/a, with a few having

(Continued on page 13)
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� REAL-TIME MEDICINE ON THE WIRELESS LAN
One example of how health care networks have to function today is Sigma 

International’s smart infusion pump, which uses 802.11b wireless NIC. Here are

some of its specifications:

WIRELESS NETWORK INTERFACE

� STANDARD: IEEE 802.11b
� FREQUENCY: 2.4 GHz
� DATA RATE: Up to 11 Mbps with automatic fallback
� MODULATION: CCK (11/5 Mbps), DQPSK (2 MBPS), DBPSK (1 Mbps)
� TRANSMIT POWER: 16 dBm typical
� RECEIVER SENSITIVITY: -82 dBm @ 11 Mbps

WIRELESS SECURITY

� WEP (Wired Equivalent Privacy) - 64/128-bit encryption (RC4)
� WPA/WPA2/802.11i (128-bit TKIP/CCMP encryption, 802.1 x EAP 

authentication)
� LEAP (WEP only), PEAP, TTLS

These pumps use wireless communication to update the master drug library

(MDL) and send infusion data to and from the hospital network. According to

Sigma, the MDL allows a pharmacy to edit, control and customize its in-house

library of all IV drugs, including parameters for safe delivery. The MDL can

manage up to 1,000 drugs and 32 care areas.

Each drug entry includes but is not limited to care area, drug name, concen-

tration, dose rate mode, bolus mode, starting dose rate, upper and lower soft

exceed dose rate and upper and lower hard not-to-be-exceeded dose rate, as

well as bolus limits, loading dose, volume to be infused, primary and secondary

IV container options and drug and care areas configurations.

A wealth of other parameters can be set remotely. All these features and abili-

ties are transmitted over the wireless network in encrypted transmissions. This

is why health care high-availability networks need to have 24/7 connectivity. 

Now picture hundreds of these being used on patients or, more importantly,

on your loved ones and family members. Wouldn’t you want to have some as-

surance that the network servicing these devices is up? —A.G.



(Continued from page 11)

early deployed 802.11n. All wireless devices, laptops and clinical devices have a

wired capability as an alternate option. 

We monitor bandwidth utilization at all levels. We measure wireless saturation

and can control active roaming features remote to most wireless devices. We can

turn up the power to an AP to transfer volume when a neighboring AP starts to

saturate. We can control what happens on both the wired and wireless LAN and

prevent peer-to-peer transmissions, rogue APs and device network bridging. We

can stop full-broadcast transmissions and isolate devices that are sending mal-

formed packets. All of those are daily requirements to keep any high-availability

network running.

Now, what is the worst thing that can happen to a biomedical device on the

LAN? A device being hit by a computer virus. Computer viruses are now serious

security threats for health care institutions. It is impossible to ignore the impact to

biomedical devices where a device failure caused by a virus would or could harm a

patient. 

Every health care CIO needs to secure a high-availability network using:

� Firewalls that provide packet filtering and proxy services, manage security to

specific applications and control circuit-level security.

� Proxy appliances that provide inline threat protection and malware scanning of

Web content at the gateway.

� ProxyRA Secure Sockets Layer virtual private network appliances that protect per-

sonal health information (PHI) data transfers from being read and captured

by unauthorized people.

� Intrusion prevention systems (IPS) that monitor the network for malicious be-

havior in real time. A good IPS can prevent these activities. A really good IPS

can drop offending packets while still letting good traffic use the network. �
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Regional WANS

there are many WAN choices available today (see “Sorting Out WAN Options,”

below), and the rapid evolution of health care IT means that you will probably mi-

grate through these choices in the coming years, if you haven’t already. Three

years ago, the majority of WAN connections running at the health care organiza-

tion where I work were point-to-point T1 lines that were fairly expensive for 1.2

Mbps bandwidth. These connections could neither handle voice and data trans-

missions concurrently nor support video or many complex image transmissions.

We had a few 5 Mb and 10 Mb Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) connections

that were more expensive than T1 but allowed more imaging transfer and better

application connectivity. 

We migrated key T1 WANs to ATM WAN connections in order to meet the 

clinical demand for computer services for regional clinics. Now we are migrating

many of these ATM connections to EPL connections using telecommunication

companies such as ATT, Verizon and FairPoint. Our institution needed these

higher-bandwidth EPL connections to converge voice, data, picture archiving 
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EPL

Fiber

100 to 1,000 Mbps

Web, full Microsoft
Windows, character
base, high-speed image
transfer and high-
definition video, 
shared voice and data.

Type of WAN 
connection

Medium 

Bandwidth

Type of activity 
supported

SORTING OUT WAN OPTIONS

T1

Copper

1.5 Mbps

Character-based 
terminal access, 
minimal Microsoft
Windows capability,
data only or voice only
(one or the other, not
both concurrently). 

ATM

Fiber

5 to 156 Mbps         

Web, Microsoft 
Windows, character
base, minimal video 
capabilities, shared
voice and data.
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and communication systems (PACs) and video. We use the WAN connections to

service data connectivity to clinical and business servers, and for voice traffic to

our main office phone switch.

The old T1 WAN service providers were subject to Public Utility Commission

control and review. For the longest time, they were the only companies able to

service data network connections, and their offerings were limited. Now, inde-

pendent Internet service providers (ISPs) are entering the EPL service arena and

driving down the cost. For our organization

we have replaced the ATM lines to seven

clinic sites with EPL connections, going from

the largest ATM being 30 Mb to each EPL

connection being 100 Mb for virtually the

same cost.

In addition to the major telecommunication

companies, we also use two separate ISPs

that deliver 1 Gb EPL connections to those

local clinics that are within a five-mile radius

of the main campus. Two years ago, 1 Gb was the bandwidth of our organization’s

core network. Being able to have 1 Gb WAN bandwidth at an affordable price al-

lows the organization to provide more clinical services to these local clinics than

we could just a short time ago. We use redundant connections where possible, as

well as where clinically required. Cost is the biggest restriction on redundant 1 Gb

EPL connections.

A health care WAN needs to support the electronic health record (EHR) system

and associated clinical systems such as PACS and Labs, as well as core business

functions. Our WAN services about 3,000 concurrent clinical users during core

clinic hours of 7 a.m. to 9 p.m. We transfer lab orders, images and prescriptions

and update EHR records heavily during this window. We do not run quality of

service on the WAN at this time, but we are looking seriously at doing so for clini-

cal applications such as EHR and PACS.  We closely monitor and modify our

WAN connections to provide the best performance.

�

A health care WAN
needs to support 
the electronic health
record system and 
associated clinical
systems.



One method to make a WAN connection more efficient is to implement a WAN

optimization/deduplication system.  A short list of vendors that provide WAN op-

timization is Cisco Systems Inc., Juniper Networks Inc., Blue Coat Systems Inc.,

Silver Peak Systems Inc. and Riverbed Technology Inc. Some of these solutions

are appliance-based and some are software-based systems. I believe the appliance

solutions provide the best choice, simply be-

cause the appliance is designed to enhance

throughput at full bandwidth speeds and ba-

sically little to no overhead is used in the opti-

mization process. Cisco, Blue Coat and

Riverbed offer proven solutions that quite

readily address WAN optimization. The

deduplication technology within these WAN

optimization solutions is fairly new and be-

coming more robust, and is very timely for

meeting health care institutions’ require-

ments for WAN connectivity.  

WAN optimization is becoming very important for health care institutions, 

primarily because these institutions no longer work in isolated environments. 

Affiliated health care institutions require fast, secure WAN connectivity.  Emer-

gency response and trauma centers need to be able to quickly and accurately pro-

vide critical clinical data through WANs to these affiliates.  

One of the most important WAN connections a health care CIO needs to pay 

attention to is the Internet connection.  The Internet connection was once consid-

ered just a connection for reference information and for processing email to and

from the health care organization.  It is now a critical path for WAN services to

every health care organization in the world, running the gamut from connections

to health care libraries to connection services to and from biomedical device ven-

dors. 

To provide the high availability for these Internet connections, we use two sepa-

rate, nonaffiliated ISPs. We make sure that they do not route through the same
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Tier 1 networks.  Using these guidelines pretty much assures us that if one ISP has

routing problems, the other will not share the same routing issue. We route each

ISP connection through different building access conduits. We also make sure that

each connection does not share the same public access to and from the building.  I

remember a case where a hospital touted its redundant ISP services, only to dis-

cover that its ISP vendors shared the same telephone pole out on the street. When

a truck accident took out the telephone pole, it was only then that hospital staff

members realized they didn’t have the

redundancy they thought they had.

Our dual-path ISP connections

service more than 35 vendor virtual

private network (VPN) point-to-point

connections. These VPN connections

are for such basic health care business

functions as medical record dictation,

pharmacy services, lab services, bio-

medical systems management and

billing services.

The addition of WAN connectivity

to small, local physician practices and

specialty clinical service providers has

had one of the largest effects on health

care services over the WAN. The In-

ternet WAN connection has become a lifeline for these small clinics and medical

specialty services. For most of these facilities we use point-to-point VPN connec-

tions over our redundant Internet connections.  The clinics can use cable compa-

nies, telephone companies that provide DSL and even cell phone Wi-Fi

connections to achieve Internet connectivity. From there, we set up the VPN con-

nectivity allowing these clinics to have access to our medical services, EHR

records, lab services, pharmacy and PACS.  This allows these clinics to have serv-

ices that would be too costly for them to host or manage themselves. �
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The Future of Health Care Networks

the future is always difficult to predict. Based on past network improvement

history and the speed at which network connectivity to medical devices is devel-

oping, here are my best-guess predictions:

802.11n will become the standard for biomedical wireless network interface.

Wired networks will not disappear. Their role in health care will explode. More

and more clinical devices will use wired networks, especially large medical equip-

ment used for procedures in such areas as the catheterization laboratory and im-

aging. These wired network clinical devices will require a minimum of 100 Mb

connectivity. EHR systems will dramatically expand in use in just a few years and

will touch every part of health care services, requiring wired networks to service

more and more workstations and servers and require higher and higher network

bandwidth.

Core network bandwidths will need to more than triple in order to support the

volume of EHR applications, wireless use and density, as well as the explosion of

network-connected biomedical devices. X-ray, MRI, CT scan and other imaging

modalities will become more complex and expand dramatically in three-dimen-

sional views, requiring high-speed image transfer on the network. 

Remote/telemedicine will make great strides as LAN and WAN bandwidths

dramatically increase. Through the use of high-speed and high-availability WANs,

physicians will be able to service patients miles away.

Video demands for doctor-to-doctor consultations, as well as patient-to-doctor

consults, will be heavily used in the future. A patient will go to a local clinic and

the clinician will be able to have a specialist at a remote site instantly view images,

review medical records and talk to the patient and clinician over the WAN. WAN

bandwidth for health care will rapidly require more than 1 Gb. Most service

providers understand this and have invested heavily in fiber cabling conduits

along many interstates throughout the country.

More sophisticated network security measures will be required for all wireless
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network biomedical interfaces. More use of point-to-point VPN over the Internet

will be required to provide health information to affiliated service providers.

For security reasons, I believe private value-added networks (VANs) for health

care institutions will arrive on the market. They will provide high-speed secure

data connectivity to health care organizations around the world. 

The biggest challenge to future networks is protecting against viruses. If a pa-

tient dies because some hacker modifies an IV pump, the world will demand swift

and serious punishment.

Smartphones will replace pagers and central monitoring stations. Physicians

will be able to access critical clinical information via phone for any patient.

Of all the future health care network predictions, the one prediction I truly be-

lieve will occur is that people will take a more active role in managing and control-

ling their health record information.  I see medical record access being no different

than what electronic banking is today: People will access their medical records

over the Internet with secure logins and encrypted transmissions. They will

schedule appointments, review procedures and audits of their medical records,

manage their medical insurance provider information, determine which clinicians

can access their medical records and converse with their providers in email, in-

stant messaging or video.  Many of these features are readily available today. The

key transition will be when people realize that their medical records are just as im-

portant as their electronic banking records. �
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